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Estimating the status of biodiversity 
 
F.Bunnell, Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Forestry, University of British Columbia 
 

Abstract 
 
We estimate the status of biodiversity by referring to species lists or by monitoring 
trends in abundance and distribution. Lists are derived for various purposes, but 
often limited to the purpose for which they were created. The BC Conservation 
Framework is particularly helpful. Monitoring is the long-term assessment of a 
species' trend. It can be far more useful in assessing local needs than are lists. To be 
useful it must be related to land-use practices and other changes that affect the 
species. 
 

We have two broad ways of assessing the status of species – referencing existing lists or 
monitoring. Existing lists were created by significant efforts but for different purposes; 
monitoring more accurately reveals the local or regional status than do most lists. Each list has 
advantages and limitations that are best considered in light of the primary purpose for which they 
are used. 
 
Lists and more lists 
 
Legal requirements

 

: These lists include the national Species at Risk Act (SARA), the provincial 
Wildlife Act and the Identified Wildlife Management Strategy (IWMS). Sustainable Forest 
Management Plans are required to note how they intend to accommodate species included on 
these lists. Regional limitations are most evident in SARA, particularly for species that are 
expanding their range north or east. National listings (such as SARA) encompass the country and 
rarely acknowledge that species expanding into British Columbia can be doing very well locally. 
Moreover, despite the fact that SARA listings receive considerable expert scrutiny, that scrutiny 
tends to be based on historical data that does not consistently acknowledge that habitat newly 
occupied in BC is sometimes quite different. The BC Wildlife Act listed 4 species as endangered 
in 1980 and has added none since.  

The IWMS (2004) lists ‘Identified Wildlife’ under 2 categories: ‘Species at Risk’ and 
‘Regionally Important Wildlife’. The Species at Risk category includes endangered, threatened, 
or vulnerable species of vertebrates and invertebrates, and endangered or threatened plants and 
plant communities that are believed negatively affected by forest or range management on 
Crown land and are not adequately protected by other mechanisms. The Regionally Important 
Wildlife category includes species that are considered important to a region of British Columbia, 
rely on habitats that are not otherwise protected under the Forest and Range Practices Act, and 
may be adversely impacted by forest or range practices. The lists alone are insufficient to 
understand habitat needs.  
 
Meeting certification requirements: Forest certification under the BC standard for the Forest 
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Stewardship Council expands the list of species and plant communities addressed to those on the 
red and blue lists. The Red and Blue lists of the BC Conservation Data Centre are generated as 
part of a provincial commitment to the continent-wide efforts coordinated by NatureServe. A 
major goal is to indicate species and ecosystems systems most at risk. The measures used to 
assess risk devolve to rarity, but species can be rare for many reasons – such as they are naturally 
rare throughout their range, they have declined markedly within the province, or they are healthy 
and abundant elsewhere but their range creeps across provincial borders. Lists alone are 
insufficient to guide local action or even to indicate if it is necessary without additional contexts 
noted above. 
 
Setting priorities

 

: The British Columbia Conservation Framework (BC CF) was created 
specifically to assist in setting priorities and focusing conservation efforts for species and 
communities on other lists. It recognizes that there rarely are sufficient resources to address all 
conservation desires and attempts to overcome some limitations of other lists by including 
features such as feasibility and provincial responsibility (as assessed by the proportion of the 
range or population within the province). It also has the advantage of including all species 
tracked by the BC Conservation Data Centre and effort is made to continually update it. Legal 
responsibilities cannot be ignored but the BC CF is a significant aid in establishing priority and 
guiding conservation efforts.    

Monitoring 
 
Monitoring is the long-term assessment of trends in the distribution or abundance of species or 
communities. It can be far more useful in assessing local needs than are lists. To be useful it must 
be related to land-use practices and other changes that affect the species, because this enables 
managers to make predictions about the consequence of further land conversion or restoration. 
But it can be expensive. A further advantage of the Conservation Framework is that it tries to link 
the features of the species or community to the actions most likely to be effective. One of those 
actions is monitoring. In other instances it is inventory, reflecting the lack of data that can 
undermine any list. Some forest companies in British Columbia have tried to 'raise the bar' in the 
practice of sustainable forestry. One result is that there has been considerable investment in cost-
effective approaches to monitoring responses of biodiversity's components to forest planning and 
practice. With species shifting ranges and forests changing composition in response to climate 
change [see Forest land management and biodiversity], the need for effective monitoring has 
grown rather than decreased. We are going where we have never been. 
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